




It's very difficult to write in this dead language. 

-Alan Davies 
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Eliot Weinberger I AT THE SIGN OF THE HAND 

I. 

In English Benedictine monasteries around the year 1000, it was forbidden to 
speak, so novices were given the Monasreriales Indicia, an Anglo-Saxon 
handbook of hand signs: 

If you want bread, put your two thumbs and index fingers together. 
lfyou want cheese, put your hands together as if you were pressing 

cheese. 
If you want raw vegetables, put your finger on your left hand. 
If you want leeks, bore your finger into your hand, then put your band 

flat to your nose as if you were smelling something. 
If you want beans, put your index finger on the first joint of your 

thumb. 
If you want peas, put your thumb on your little finger. 
If you want an apple, crook your right thumb into the middle of your 

hand and take hold of it with your fingers and lift up your fist. 
If you want a pear, do the same, but spread your fingers. 
If you want a plum, do the same but with your left hand, and stroke 

your fist with your index finger. 
If you want cherries, put your left thumb on the joint of your little 

finger~ then pinch it with your right hand. 
If you wanL eggs, scrape with your finger on your left rhumb. 
IJ you want salt, shake your hand with your three fingers as if you were 

salting something. 

swims. 

If you want peppeT, knock with one index finger on the other. 
If you want honey, put your finger on your tongue. 
If you want fish , move your hand in the way a fish moves its tail when it 

If you want eel, move your right hand and then put it on your left arm, 
with the left hand stretched out, and stroke across it ·with your righ t hand, as if 
you were cutting it. 
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If you need a Bible, move your hand around and hold up your thumb 
and put your hand flat against your cheek. 

If you need a Psaltet~ stroke with your right index finger on your left 
hand, as if you were paying great attention. 

fingers. 

II. 

If you need a Martyrology, lay your index finger over your throat. 
If you need a rod, move your fist as if you were going to hit someone. 
If you need a scourge, move your fist in the same way and raise two 

If you need a candle, blow on your index finger. 

The Turkish book The History of the Forty Vizier.s tells the story of a Christian 
monk who tries to avoid paying taxes for himself and hJs people by challenging 
the sultan with a riddle. He opens the five fingers of his hand and holds his 
palm up, and then he lets the five fingers droop. "Do you know what that 
means?" 

The learned me n of the court are silent: "What can this be? It is not 
mentioned i.n the Commentaries." 

Then a wandering dervish comes by and asks to solve the riddle. The 
monk opens the five fingers of his hand and holds his palm up. The dervish 
closes his fist and shows it to the monk. The monk lets his five fingers droop 
downward. The dervish opens his fist and holds his fingers upward. The monk 
says, "That is the answer," and gives the sultan the money. 

The sultan, perplexed at what has happened, takes Lhc dervish aside. 
He explains: 'When he opened his fingers and held his hand up, it meant 
'This is how I'm going to punch you in the face.' So I showed him my fist, 
which meant 'I'll punch your throat.' He then let his fingers droop, which 
meant, ' I ' ll punch you in the stomach and grab your throat.' So I held my 
fingers up, which mean t, 'If you grab my throat, I'll grab yours."' 



The sultan the n took the monk aside, who explained: "When I held up 
my five fingers, it meant 'Do you not worship five times a day?' He held up his 
fist to indicate that it is true. Then I let my fingers droop, to ask a question 
from our books, 'Why does the rain come down from heaven?' He held his 
fingers upward to say: 'The rain falls down from heaven that the grass may 
spring up from the earth.' This is the answer that our people know, so I paid 
the tribute ." 

The monk returned to his own country and the sultan, saying nothing, 
gave the dervish a share of the money. 

Ill. 

The hand is a mandala. Open it: the fingers are the outer circle, the five 
elements and their female manifestations. Close it: the nails are the middle 
circle, the five Buddhas, their colors, and their sacred syllabl.es. Open it agajn: 
on the palm is a red lotus with five petals who are the goddesses. 

The right hand is the world of the Buddhas, the Diamond World. The left 
hand is the world of sentient beings, the Matrix World. The left is the moon, 
the right the sun; the left is contemplation , the right observation. The left is 
blessedness, the right is wisdom; the left is the memory of affection; the right is 
the memory of compassion. The left is within; the right is outside. 

The five fingers are earth, water, fire, air, and the void. They are form, 
sensation, perception, operation of the mind, and discernment. They are fa ith, 
energy, memory, meditation, and wisdom; the five Buddhas and the five 
Bodhisattvas. They are eye, ear, nose, tongue, and body. The ten fingers are 
knowledge, power, vow, means, wisdom, charity, precepts, patience, effort, and 
contemplation. The ten fingers· are the ten Essence Worlds. On the left, the 
worlds of hells, animals, hungry spitits, malevolent spirits, and humans. On the 

7 
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right, the worlds of gods, disciples, hermit-Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, and 
Buddhas. 

Make a fist with your thumb against the side of the index fu1ger: that is an 
unopened lotus. Clasp your hands together, palm to palm, with the fingers 
outside: the space between your hands is the moon. There is a clasp of the 
sincere heart, of the empty heart, of clear exposition, of refuge, of holding 
water, of a lotus as it opens. 

The evil Devadatta gave liquor to an elephant, got it drunk, and caused it to 
stampede. The Buddha raised his light hand, flat; with the fingers together, 
and the elephant stopped dead and knelt. 

The Buddha, in an earlier life, met a woman whom he thought he might 
marry, but he didn 't know if she was single, and educated. So he raised a 
closed fist, and she, in reply, showed him he1· empty hand. They were wed. 

The Buddha said: "There is a goddess called Marishi. She has great powers. 
She is forever passing in front of the gods of the sun a nd moon, yet they 
cannot see her. Men cannot sec or recognize her; they cannot hurt or deceive 
her; they cannot take her possessions; they cannot condemn or punish her." 
Make a fist with your left hand , with three fingers tightly closed, the thumb 
touching the fingernai I of the index to make a ring. Hold it in front of your 
chest; meditate on entering into that hole and being contained within. Then 
take your right hand, hold it flat above your fist, and revolve it in a counter
clockwise motion. This is the mudra ofMarishi's precious receptacle, the 
mudra of hiding forms, and if you chant the correct manu-as while making it, 
you will become invisible. 

Ryukai, a priest of the Basso sect at the Gango:ji Temple, died while making 
t11e mudra of the Tathagata Am ida with his right h and. When the body wac; 
burned, all that remained was his hand. 



Daniela Elza I from METAPHOR INVENTS US 

into 

water 

th.row 

Language is not only a source of meaning 
it is a source of being. The O'pening of the world 

by logos is at. the same time the creation ~f the wo-rld. 

- Gaston Bachelard 

deviate . 

say What is 

a meta.phor 

mundane 

and watch 

all things not on ly (as 

be.ing but acling 

rippling 
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To mean 
sentence 

the whole 
what 
will not 

(focus 
(tenor 

through 
the poet 

is 

OuT daily speech continually fluctuates between 
the ideals of mathematical and imaginative haTmony. 

is to invent 
image) 
a.new 

(word 

vibrating with 
the sum of its. parts 

hold 

metaphor 

a screen 

a filter 

which 

frame) 
vehicle) 

is a penguin 

under.stood. 

-Lev Vygotsky 

the poet is a penguin 
- e.e. cummings 



(Still Rkocur wants 

to know where 

the extra 

(meaning) 

"he swims with his wings" 

comes from. 

* 

three 
te n.sions 

between 

focus l frame 

literal 2 metaphoric 

3 seeing 

the poet is a penguin 

at the same time (as 

It is not 
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The movement of bodies to theiT meaningful end. 

from Introduction to the fntmduction to Wang Wei 
by Pain not Bread 

feed them 
ordinary 

words 

sustain 

a pair of 
swans 

frame.d 
in.focus 

will keep 

returning 

together 

until 

the one left 

for life. 

one dies 

the sum 

of both. 

the movement of bodies to their meaningful end 



It is a contradiction in t.erms to l1"'J to study imagination 
objectively, since one 1·eceives the image only if one admi·res it. 

The poem is a fox. 

a co ntra.diction . 

one ·recei11es 
only if one 

The poem is a fox. 

With its tail 

its own tracks. 

re.gains 

in poeu·y 

(that are 

for (dual) 
meaning. 

dream 

the Truth 

- Gaston Bachelard 

The jJOem is a fox. 
With its t.ail it wipes clean its own tracks. 

from In a Poet's Museum by Lyu bomir Nikolov 

objective ly is 

the image 
admiTes it 

it wipes clean 

its potent.ial 

words 

so many. 
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a metaphor is a fox 

throws the mind 

in Lhc literal 

all chickens are 

except th<' one 

Lh c fox wi ll catch it. 

The m.eaning of an act or ullemnce is thus not 
so much something directly positive as it is 

something that depends on alllltl' allemative 
possibilities exrlud.nl by the choice 

of one particular expression. 

from Denida & 1Vittgenstein by . Garver & S. Lee 

in the coop 

off 

balance 

dark chaos 

in the air 

the fox came for 

(meaning 

as it leaves 

(the ligh ts come on 
in the ho use. 



a contra 

a case of 

a hidden 

in. direct 

logical 

MetajJhmfo'rces conceptual thought to think mm-e. 

- Paul Ricoeur 

.diction 

self -

absurd.ity 

from in.side 

the collapse 

speaker 

fo·rces 

to think 

of the literal 

rises 

the meta.phorical 

listener 

concept. ual thought 

more 
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Alan Davies I from THIS IS THINKING. 

040601 

0 

You should do what you always do when you write. You should 
completely ignore any distinction between one person (one reader) 
and all persons (all readers) . That's the subjective correlative. 

0 

Thinking is ediLing. 

0 

The meaning escapes me. 



040501 

More space in the poem. Is this leaving more out or letting more in? I 
mentioned the question to Jackson. "When you leave more space in th e 
poem the rest of the world can come in." 

0 

In a poem thinking is mostly vertical. Feeli ng mostly horizontal. 

0 

Pornography. It's al l about point of v:iew. 

Pornography. It 's all about point of view. As with all desire. 

17 
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If my language djdn't have any problems I wouldn't write. 

0 

A sonnet is not just a form. It's a message. 

A particular kind of message. 

A particular kind 
Of message. 

040801 

Stanzas for Iris Lezak is the greatest book of sonnets since Shakespeare. 

Shakespeare and Donne. 

Stanzas for Iris Lezak is the only book of sonnets since Shakespeare. 



040901 

Blurbs are to books what those lead weights on the rim of a wheel are to 
the wheel. 

But the perception that things are not sufficiently in-kilter on their own 
is ofen a misperception on the part of the publisher. 

Or perhaps it is the roadway (the reading public as social 
phenomenon) that is actually out of whack. But to the extent that they 
are tl1e problem (merely perceived or o therwise) no amount of 
however judiciously placed blurbs will fix them. 

Blurbs eat the book. They pre-eat it. 

We' re much better off with mixed metaphors. 

0 

Again. Writing is an aid to forgetting. 

Fo r tl1ose of us fastidious about words writing is a way of getting some 
of them out of the head in order to make way for new experiences. 

Without writing we 'd hold on to words at the expense of those 
experien ces which happily (at times) give rise to them. 

Writing is le tting go. 

To write is to let go. 

19 
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Writing is a way of getting younger. 

(It's a way of getting younger so that we can age. 

Gracefully. 

Gracelessly. 

Or otherwise.) 



041001 

Yes. There are problems in my language. If there weren 't I wouldn't 
write. 

(Vocabulary is the soil of thinking.) 

Problems of d1is sort are temporal. That is to say two things-

- These problems don't last. (vVriting gets rid of them. Sometimes all at 
once. Sometimes very gradually.) 

-These problems are a perception of the time in which they exist I t is 
a perception of the moment that sees them as problems. (Things 
changing is what changes that.) 

21 
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You have to invest in beauty. 

(Money misses the point. 

Money mimics the point. ) 

Invest. 

Beauty. 

041LOI 

-~--~~~--------



0+1501 

Sometimes when a new form comes along it's as if there has been a 
backlog of materia] waiting to inhabit it. 

Sometimes when a new form appears to the writer (such as th is one 
recently did) it's as if there 's a lot of material that's been waiting to get 
out. 

Then after a little time it's as if that's no longer so. 

It's more like ( 

23 
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041601 

Book centered writing. 

In the most blatant triadization of things we have the wtiter and the 
book and the reader. 

\!\Triter centered "\·vriting is practiced by most writers. 

Writer centered w1iting is practiced by most (if not all) writers. And it is 
the most appreciated by critics who despite their protestations to the 
contrary v.rill always know more about a writing person (another 
"themself' ) than they will ever know about writing. 

Reader centered writing is most desired by writers. Who among them 
does not want primarily to be read? And among them who does not 
remember best their own first and early pleasures at that (the reading) 
end of the sport? 

Every good book is a sentient book. 

Every book is sentient 

W'h.at is its experience of being written? 

Of being read? 

What does it want? And what does it get? 

(The book is a mind of its own.) 



041901 

I am writing. 
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042001 

Someone that I know exactly as well as I know myself has a minor 
phobia. They experience a smidgen of disorientation and a passel of 
anxious fear when bending from either the standing but more the 
sitting position to pick up a briefcase or packages or to straighten them 
or things of that sort. 

The other day I had this experience when waiting for a train in the 1 sl 

Avenue L station. I bent over. My eyes met the top of my opened 
briefcase. I was going to put Victor Pelevin 's The Life of Insects a·way. The 
train was approaching the station. 

In an instant (as they say) I realiz.ed that what I feared was the onset of 
fear. There was no other feeling there. 

All fear is the fear of that fear itself. 



042301 

You have to have a sense of humor in this business or people take you 
se1iously. 

27 
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042501 

If I Lold you that I woke this morrung feeling bright eyed and busy 
tailed you would have some idea of what I meant. ·when J use that 
expression I think of a squirrel. Most of you probably th ink of other 
Lhings. If I told you that I woke up this morning feeling squirrel-like 
you would think something different. 

Language as a mirror for the world is multi-faceted. 

Language as a mirror for the world (which is not all thaL it is) is 
multi-faceted. 

If I told you that I woke up this morning feeling bright eyed and bushy 
tailed (which I did) you would think -



It's very difficult to write in this dead language. 

0 

Acceptance changes everything. 

050701 

29 
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051401 

I usually have a considerable amount of confidence in what I somewhat 
romantically refer to as my perceptions. 

I usually have a considerable amount of confidence in what I somewhat 
romantically refer to as my (my) perceptions. 

Perceptions are phenomena of the natural world. 

They bloom as surely as do flowers. 

My perceptions are no more mine than I am. 

Actually perceptions are not phenomena. They are not an oqject 
perceived by our senses. They are not objects (including mental 
objects) perceived by the senses (including the mind). 

Neither are they noumena. 

No more are they noumena. 

Perceptions are dances taking place in the universe. Perceptions are 
dances taking place in the universe (including the universe of ideas). 

The universes. The universes of ideas. 

The dance is between the perceiver and the perceived. And the mind 
that unites them. 



Of the perceiver and the perceived. And the mind of which they are a 
part. 

"Everything that exists is senLient." 
-Tom Raworth 

Everything that exists does not exjst. Otherwise it could not exist. 

31 
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ot a sound. 

Ju tthe waiting. 

Waiting for the words to come. 

0 

Sometimes it's important to commit things to words. 

(Like committing things to memory.) 

I commit myself to words. 

(As in.) 

051401 
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A book is a virtual pet 

0 

The relationship between the effect that a person has on a book and 
the effect that a book has on a person is not a dialectical one. In this 
equation the book is more 1ike a double-sided mirror that can also be 
seen through. The author stands on one side. The reader on the other. 

The relationship benveen the effect that a person has on a book and 
the effect that a book has on a person is not a dialectical one. Perhaps 
this is why at least for the moment capitalism appears ascendant over 
communism. Gutenberg tipped the scale. And didn't the Eqyptians 
invent their language in order to keep tally of slaves and their other 
posessions? 

In this equation (if we can call it that) 

0 

Perhaps the language poets are the hackers of the language world. 

33 
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The th ings we think we're m ade of. 

The things 
we think we're made of. 

The things we th ink 
we're made of. 

The things we think we're made of. 

0 

A good poe m deflates t.he ego. It breathes ouL 

0 

The things of which we think we' re made. 

052401 



A lot of poems don ' t have enough ruin in them. 

I now think ofwhat l used to think of as fat as ruin. 

Fat as opposed to mttscle and bone. You know. 

But ruin. 

053001 
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Jaime Denike I PRESENT PERIPHERIES 

Cheddar and Orchids 

The what is simple e nough -

Avocados, Brie, Camembert, Caravan , Cigareltes , 
Coetzee, Columbian-coffee, Corn chips, Cricket, 
Discount-fu rniture, Dostoyevsky, Dylan , Fender, 
G&L, Gomai , H efeweitzen, Helm , India Rubber 
Plants, Kalimbas, Kafka , Lap-steel, Ma'ilai Kofta, 
Lyre-birds, O ak, Orchids, PicJt-~~.,._._ n 

Harem, Quesadillas, Quinoa, ~1 
Rain, Rye, Slim Harpo, Spinach, 
White bed-sheets, Willie Nelson, 

Derrida, I simply don 't k110Wwhat 
you mean by the 

who of love. 



Terrorist: (1.) As a Political Term 

An organ is wandering we're 
taking a stab at it tllis tacit 
agreement (tacit, a. 2.) 

suicidal, a. 
suicidality, n. 
suicide, n. 1 

suicide, n.2 

suicide, v. 
suicidical, a. 
suicidism 
suicidology 

by cop 

bomber/ person who (intends 
to) die (now 
esp.) terrorist bombing 
mission; action or quality 
causing 
dread; terrific 

E<empUon o' '"<""' foo~ freedom ~om>l liberty. !diP of j 
reedom; a document eman fbeing free or noble; 

nobility, generosity, liberali ree from Lhe control of 

fate or ncccssily; lhe po ttributed to lhe will. 

Boldness or vigour of possessed by a cily, 
a corporation, freedom- e, a payment made on being 
admitted to th e freedom of a ci ty, guild , or 
corporation: 

37 
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Libert)' a document 
being noble control 
fate necessity power 
executor privilege possessed 
a ci ty a corporation ours 
to figl11 for: 

freedom is on the march 
freedom ( v. trans) is on the march 1 

1www.whitehouse.gov/ news/ releases 



If My Father Was Dead 
Forster: Flat and Round Characters 

For we must admit that Oat people have 
yet another se t of ingredients to work with if 
my father was dead he would never run away 
into a crevice of context, dead end-product. 

Duras waited for family ghosts to 
plump the narrative: drunk abusive 
patriarchal, past-tense, a 
Ouid and shifting affair coined, oh brother 
should 've kept those kisses to yourself 
should 've watched your sister 's pen. 

And if my father was dead and if his mother 
was dead I'd have a real 'I' poem then, an 
ocean of free progress soiling peripheral characters 
this is (a) whole story on display, the throw 
away phra.,e echoes, i l was in essence 
enough. 

And we must admit that flat people 
lacking rotundity are really best comic: 
flat farmers, flat drunkards litter the scene always 
co rnplicated as somewhere a 
death must occur. 

39 
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Naming Infers Confers 

The age old always unfolds like this: 
a fissure pried at the margin 
a scaffolding is dated 
Truth's capital crumbles micro and 
Den-ida is watching De rrida butter toast. 

Those who knew well enough 
a place a date would be 
chained to their great ideas 
named things, means 
sound ideas that 
echo and 
echo authors 
in tow. 

Shouldn't have said always, but [O]rientalism snowballs 
[I] nterpolation calls up young Fanon McClintock's line lays heavy in 
margin the seeds of [D]isaspora dwindle [D]iscursive (A]rchaeology 
hides an accusation [K] in ship and [D] econstruction are lasting 
revisions can 1 name this [P] rocess and what words are left to me? 

Refined with here and now we draw 
our lines, heap names on antiquity, 
laud later chapters, and 

full-to-the-brim with white pages and under-lines 
we look for our word to 

capitalize. 



Precept 

4. a. That feeling of attachment which is based upon difference of sex; the 
affection which subsists between wver and sweelhem·t and is the no'rmal 
basis of marriage. 

b. As a motive in imaginative LiteratuTe 

her true love is m itigated 
starched errant crooked line 
fixes, is fixed, his Lrue love gmws 
pale, static-future-tense su·angers 
the dote at the window, knows 
love/ its object, the form. 

Haile wedded Love, mysterious Law, true sou-rce Of human offijJring 

the discard ed genitals always show in print: 
Aphroclice Ourania, respectively he terosexual/ 
impeccable breasts/ war-starter, death-catalyst 
the wrong kind of love made the right kind of 
body, pain l foaming, what pages discarded h er 
shape conveyed. 

Deare Wve, for nothing lesse than thee 
Would I have broke this hafJpy dremne, 
It wos a theme 

41 
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Ophelia, paint foaming, the boys still singin' 

Now Ophelia, she's 'neath the window 

Fo·r her I feel so afraid 
To her, death is quite rornantic 

her true love 
waits and dies 
and waits 300 years for 
bracelets and perfumes, whites and dresses 
to come and go, jorrnulated 

waits for Vronsky, 
tortured and torturous 
a new mess of love-drama 
post-marriage plot-curve 
the woman who nags (but waits) 
and dies, true love 
train track not 1iver, he writes 
just how it goes 

Sweet is the death that taketh t->nd b)' love 



And tO begin, again 
ovcr-dclermincd, her 
true love, how should it 
stan and does h e die 
and how 
and how should I 
presume? 

43 
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Fading Industrious 

a curious phase 
the interim undergrad/ waist lines 
teeming/ articles (cotton/ worn 
static/ paltry) out-growing-our 
selves the/ tight/ lines/ the 
budget redundant 

28 trips to the company and out/meat slinging a day in small 
roads/ dolly load cardboard limb to brake/ clutch gas/go 
flesh/ waged/ city the mind outgrowing edges of time and time 
again 

in the len lwU?'s he came up with all kinds of dreams, sta-rted in Euwpe, 
ha1·d br·ush strokes, the fledgling imagination in great big hues Jading 
industrious to 'maybe I'll start my own 
courier company' and even the week days fo·rgot them,selves 

a curious phase 
the sinking tower/ unmitigated 
potential/ the/ dream th.at thuds and 
echoes/ heroes still singing I got mine 
San Francisco/'73/damn/hungry/the song 
still did something/then 

49 che rry-red dabbers/till-to-hand-to-mind/ roving surveillance/ 
'nether soft favorite-temperate-beat/ variantS mi tigated/ a 



thought/ Paula's hemmed work shirt/ flesh nash/ will they 
say someLhing/ back 

variants of knife fo-rk napkin stand and sh~ft from six to twelve that hostess 
fJolitic shi-rt and smile then Planet Bingo nine lo four her poems started all 
highway-to and got stuck on 1 ff' the thighs of those school girls, Philippino 
sweet-buns, her lunch hour 

a curious phase/ 
waste/ lines teeming/herd 
cons en ring/ smaller 
spaces 

7-camera panopticon /so-long-as no-one ge ts robbed/ again/no 
rewind/ punition/ forbidden use-of-company-property 
throwaway receipt/ 7 words per line/ funcLion dictate form: 

half/ waking/ hours all/sleeping/ hours to 

ret1'ieve video/smile talk-weather/take money/sentence--repeat str~ucture-due
date/get video-smile taUt-weather take-?7Wn/J)' sentence-stnLcture due repeat 
video-whether taUt-due repeat 

sleeping a phase 
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consenting wait 
lines 

borrowed-cmt·rse-book-liura?y-jines heep turning pages open
hours twelve to five window on Sundays subject-maUer to'ur"S 
tmnsit 42 minutes both ways to squeezes-the-dream with/in this 
geography, to be read, Lo be 

mother 
says/ getyourpassporL/why 
waiL/the whole/world-city
lighcs/ waits: 

iL' your travel/phase 

all night h e dreams border crossings 
selling out in Japan 
brand new [work] shirts 
camembert and 
that $82-passport-fee 



Helga Pakasaar I THE PHOT,OGRAPHS OF 
MIROSLAV TICHY 

The lens decides what 's interesting. I see everything through the lens. Taking photographs 
is all about seeing - the camera is you,r eye - and it all happens so qwicldy that you don't 

have to see anything yow·se~l · ... I 've never done any/ hing except let the time jJass ... 1 
observe the world. But what is the world? In any case, it's only an illusion. 

- Miroslav Tichy 

The selection of photographs by the Czech artist Miroslav Tichy in the follow
ing pages- snapshots of everyday life in KY.jov, a small LOWll in Moravia- sug
gestS the illusory world of dreams. Often blurry and lacking in detail, his images 
immediately provoke the imagination. Miroslav Tichfs approach to taking pho
tographs is that of a passive observer who thrives on chance encounters and 
fleeting impressions. Working intuitively, he scans Lhe social world around him, 
responding to various sensations and momentary distractions. Tichy's primary 
suqject has been women in the sn·eets of the hometown d1al he hasn 't left in 
fifty years. From the 1960s through the 1980s, he shot about three rolls of film a 
day producing a massive archive. Quite different from documentary p hotogra
phers who claim to witness and "capture" reality, Tichy accepts Jack of agency as 
a position of freedom to work from. He is a street photographer who has obses
sively documented a particular subject while refusing to select the exceptional 
and "decisive moments," or even to make claims to interpretation. As a solitary 
urban stroller recording his social environment, Tichy might be called ajlaneu1: 
Yet unlike the self-possessed observer in control of his individuality implied 
by that notion, Tichf s restless wandering is much closer to that of a bada'Ud, a 
gazer who is absorbed by the outside world which intoxicates to a point where 
he loses himself under the influence of the spectacle of society. lt is precisely 
this sense of absorption that becomes so palpable in his photographs. Declaring 
himself an "atomist'' who opposes the apparent solidity of the perceived world, 
Tichf s images vividly express states of dissolution between viewer and subject. 

Miroslav Tichfs approach to photography defies the precision and techni
cal conu·ol normally associaled wilh the medium, especially now with digital 
means. Disregarding Lhe rules of conventional photography, Tichfs snapshots 
are taken quickly and at odd angles. He uses handmade cameras inventively 
cobbled together [rom scavenged materials such as old tins, toilet rolls, plastic 
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drain pipes and cigarette boxes, with lenses cut from Plexiglas ground with 
sandpapers and polished with toothpaste and ashes. The imperfections from 
this improvised~ faulty equipment -light leakage, blurs, overexposure, under
exposure, scratches, dust- and other incidental "mistakes" are what make his 
images so compelling. Equally important are his low-tech ptoduction tech
niques, evident in a fondness for clotted surfaces from the ongoing chemical 
activity of silver bromides interacting with paper and the presence of finge r
prints from handling the print<> in the developer. Each photograph is treated as 
an object through idiosyncratic cropping and mount'5 with decorative drawing. 
In the post-production phase, the photographs are then left to age. Neglected, 
perhaps even slept on, they deteriorate further until rescued. From such clumsy 
instruments and processes emerge surprisingly evocative images. As with his 
refusal to comply with aesthetic conventions, the fact that Tichy forgoes th e 
conveniences of the modern world by incorporating recycled detritus into his 
handmade cameras is not so much a matter of necessity, but ratbe1~ a philo
sophical and poUticai negation of the heroics of progress and a declaration of 
independence from social conventions. 

Miroslav Tichy is a type of alchemist who draws out what he calls the "poet
ics of bromide" to powerful effect. He returns photography to the notion of 
"painting with light" where blackness becomes a mysterious space - rather than 
inert blankness - animated by gestural illumination. People here are modeled 
and modulated by light as if they were apparitions. Often barely identifiable, 
the spectral figures in his photographs appear so luminous they seem at times 
almost electric. Since studying classical life drawing in the 1940s, Tichfs pri
mary motif has been the female body, evident in his figurative drawings and 
paintings as well as the photographs. His interest lies with articulating the 
dynamics of form, gesture, and movement. The vis·ual confusion ofTichfs 
images creates a sense of instability; nothing seems certain aside from the pas
sage of time. They are animated by what Roland Barthes in Camera Lucida theo
rized as the punctum of a. photograph, the indesctibable detail that attracts and 
moves us, whether a tear in the prin t or a shimmering arm. Miroslav Tichfs 
compelling photographs leave open a discursive space between what is shown 
and what can be understood. 



















LIST OF IMAGES 

These images are drawn from d1e Miroslav Tichy photography exhibition at 
Presentation House Gallery in North Vancouver, Nov. 17, 2006 to Jan. 14, 2007. 
All of 1 hese photographs arc untided and appear courtesy of the Foundation 
Tichy Ocean. 

1. Page 49, 18 x 13 em 

2. Page 50, 9.75 x 19.3 em 

3. Page 51, 13 x 18 em 

4. Page 52, 12.3 x 2 1.8 em 

5. Page 53, 18.7 x 24.25 em 

6. Page 54, 10.95 x 18 em 

7. Page 55, 28 x lJ em 

8. Page 56, 26.6 x 15.5 em 





Robin Blaser I bb gun 

T\ ·e had 80 year 

of this centuq• never 

forget what you know 

say it over and 

over- "the communicability 

of experience is decreasing" 

explanations are bb guns 

splattering- smile then, 

hopefully what have you 

not said;jus1 tell, 

know your century 

for iLs wickednc sand 

tell the love of it 

don ' t take it with you, tell, 

tell who e fault was it, 

tell what can 1 do 

to forgive it! 

what then 

is humanity? 





Tatiana Krievim I from BOUND 

Rundown 

The nigh t train clinks over ghosts who,ve lost 
their silver y vigour. 

A woman ou t of focus sways in the corridor. 

She drinks a glass of h igh beam 
through the window. 

j ostled j ulep. 

Trains crossing in the nighL 

Rapunzel's hair crushed her neck. 

In a list of three: 

envy-green dress 
chin-length hair 
sneer. 

More? 

Sleeping berths 
compartmental 
sea beams from the window. 
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Smoking 
jade cigarette holder 
train stack. 

ln the compartment: 

Sitting up with his chin 
dropping. 

A click. 

She e nters via sliding 
glass door. 

Fallen a Jeep with a book in your lap, 
have you? 

Read upside down: 
!Jow to Be-

(His limp hand blocking the rest of the title.) 

Adopt a papal manner 
radiate cel ibacy 
wear nightgowns with ruff:. 

Pinochle. 

He wakes. 



Barely beguiling 
in slouchy hat 
she swings her belly-dance r belly. 

So-and-so? Is that you? 

TODAY I WILL COMMIT IRREVERSIBLE ACTS 

Ah! here it is, my love-·resistant cloah! 
f'll wrap it amund me 
and leave the house now. 

The ticket in her palm. 

Jet earring snags wool: 
fibres on a stud. 

Body: heart vase. 
Loose verb crinkles vision. 

The chesterfield throbs beyond its lines. Expands. 

BUILDING PRACTICAL FIRES 

He doesn ' t know they' re not coming. 
Stop him from uncorking any more wine bottles. 
Any d ive rsion -
He likes to debate the tragedy of clowns. 

()()() 
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And then, late r, we'll take him away, somewhere, by train. 

YOUR PAlNTERLYWORDSMYrHE 

called roday and left messages 
bitten daintily into crosscut sandwiches. 

H e said you 'd miss him if you were any later than seven 
and you are 
and you did. 

He's on his way to the smouldering city 
of verbs and passes 
set tO make the green light his bt;de . 

The sumptuous exhaust backwashes this way. 

You could follow him, but only in reverse. 

He wan ts to be a skywri te r now, 
did he tell you? 

TSEW 

A traveller's scent, baking in the thrust of the train re-entering midday again 
and again 
and again. 

She thought about the correspondences 
so stark on the platform 
misremembered now in loose scrap -



the imagined death of her dog 
her own real grief 
Delancy's crassitude 
her unduly warm hands 

- caught in the bowl of a hat 
drawn out like fi rsl names. 

She unwound the scent from her nostrils: 

a scent as rank and unmistakable as greenhouse, wine cellar, or book. 

000 

I llept all your letters. 
I might need to start a fire someday. 

HYPER-CEREBRAL ELECTROSIS 

Your flushed cheeks. 
That un-relea<;able heat 
pressed against the window 
whe re the sun is concen trating 
like a chess player 
about to burst 

You are unreasonably alive today. 

Another city passes, 
boldly absen t in the windows. 
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Your insubstantial bodies 
parted with like day clothes, 
stacked like metaphysical pancakes. Leaning. 

Trace Lhem all the way back to the station and beyond. 

Eventually ghosts will revert to a liL'eli ke diffidence. 

Only you possess yourself. 

W/ HERE; or, C/ OVERT 

A man whose mother birthed him during a solar eclipse enters the din ing car. 
He 

so-addles a chair and looks around him with specialized interest. He's looking 
fo-r 

someone. 

He shades his eyes, muttering 
As soon as you don't remember 
you forget 
over and over. 

BOTTLENECK 

My mother told me all my life 
fashionable personages 
-her proclivity for high-flov.rn diCLion, you see 
know how to la)'tn: 

The Comtesse, who clothes her gi rls in furs, 
refuses to talk to me unless 
I stand to her left. 



H er eldest, Vemnique, on the conu-ary, must be addressed 
from her right. 

M:elanie and Genevieve are still ch ildren, 
their best sides yet to be determined. 

Veronique introduced me solemnly to Bete, her Mordashka, 
a breed of Russian buiJdog she claims 
has been extinct since the Revolution. 

l must brush her teeth twice daily. 

Vle exercise ourselves along the corridors. 

Whnl impossible things shall we do here? 

Veronique banging her cane from wall tO wall, 
rousing the other passengers, 
by turns hitting my knees. 

My only option lo carry on between 
Veronique and her mother, 
Bhe and ll'"te other whelps trailing 
in tolerated d isarray. 

MAINTENANCE 

The woman beneath the massive stole takes to her lips your ear 
inquires ofyou 
in stagy whisper 

What decade is this, drunkm·d? 
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grips your elbow 
ore in the mine of her hand. 

BEATRICE'S GRIEF, CLOSED-CAPTIONED FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED 
(Alone in the Tiny Bathroom) 

>> Beau·ice: [SNIFFLES] 
[EXHALES DEEPLY] 
[SNIFFLES] 
[EXHALES DEEPLY] 
[SNIFFLES) 
[EXHALES DEEPLY] 
[SNIFFLES] 
[EXHALES DEEPLY] 
[SNIFFLES] 
[EXHALES DEEPLY] 
[SNlFFLES] 
[EXHALES DEEPLY] 
[SNIFFLES] 
[EXH ALES DEEPLY] 
[SNIFFLES] 
[EXHALES DEEPLY] 
[INHALES SHARPLY] 
[DOOR OPENS, CLOSES] 

AS IF THE TRAIN WERE A WHISPERING GALLERY! 

No, no, Reginald, you are no raconteur, 
not by any stretch. 

Arrange me cinematographically 
as I recollect our recent travels. 



The tar had m elted in the summer heat; 
hence, we abandoned our caravan and waded 
the rest of d1e way 
until we reached d1e iron gates 
where the mad groundskeeper kissed us 
and gripped tile Viscount by the lapels. 

We couldn 't get enough of tile h eat 
we built a fire on the escarpment. 

Reggie here combed my Egyptian hair 
purple and black in tile matchless blistering. 

Our skin slicked and slackened 
as we passed our tongues over 
spumy hot drinks. 

The fire kept for three nights, 
d1e escarpment creeping ever backward, 
crumbling beneath us ... 

UMLAUT EYES 

The patinaed mansion behind til e dandelions we just passed. Did you take it 
in? There 

resided- I dare not say lived - a man who concealed his alcoholism in the most 
peculiar 

way. He fiJJed his various ornamental vases - gifts from his late aun t, my old 
friend the 

peeress- and grandiose watering cans with Polish vodka in lieu of water. He 
had, to tile 

eyes of his undiscerning company, become an avid florist in recent years, 
d10ugh one 
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conversation ·with anybody vaguely in Lhe gardening know would have outed 
him as an 

absolute dilettante. 

How have I come to know all this, you ask? 

He confided in me- confessed to me- after J happened upon him chugging 
from a 

particularly unsightJy amaranthine monstrosity (his spare n l clutching a hand
ful of 

dripping stargazer lilies, likely purchased from the local garden centre) on a 
night he was 

alone and had expected no one. 

H e told me he was at the bottom of his sinking, that he saw eyes in the swell of 
every 

vase ... 

EXCURSION 

I never had nor acquired 
the GALL to love 
-preferring? -
to walk amongst crowds 
palms un-clammy 
distributing vegeLa.rian sandwiches 
to the homeless or otherwise 
outcast denizens of the old town. 

Following my brush with death, 
the long convalescence in my own bed 
... & the lucrative punitives ... 
T took to laking mystery tours. 



Here I am on my way to. 

I've settled at the table of tl1e androgyne with yellowing black eyes, 
ponde ring, wondering through my sandwich 
- thal face with tissue-y lips biting across from me
what a punch might feel like. 

Nailing the creature to t.he wall. 
rehabilitating our crushed eyelashes. 

COMPARTMENTS 

This is the part. of Rick's brain for cake design. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for celebratory dances. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for frenzied sketches of genitalia. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for Stone Wheat Thins. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for appropriate level of concern. 
This is the part of Rick's brain forAy, ay, ay. 
T his is lhe part of Rick's brain for measuring '"rildly, Mthout cups. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for hullabaloo. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for vacuum bag replacement. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for abstruse allusions to Paleolithic evolution. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for what Stalin's clones really looked like. 
T his is the part of Rick's brain for wild guesses. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for spoon-on-nose balance. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for accoutrements of enterprising young man. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for severed limbs. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for television aerials. 
This is the part of Rick's brain fo r skinning a lamb. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for accidental wit. 
This is the part of Rick's brain for ending the poem. 
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()()() 

This hour, the dark stilJ 
brimming the room. 

LOUNGE CAR (Madeline and Gregory) 

My husband went to bed an hour ago. 
Yes, he is, h e's a very sound sleeper. 
Oh, he likes to get at least ten hours. 
No, no, you're right, I'd much rather be a banke1~ say, than an insomniac. 
Oh, me? No, I sleep fme, myself. Just not for as many as ten hours! 
Hmm? 
Oh, I don 't know. It varies. Seven, maybe? Seven and a half? 
Yes, any fewer than six and I'm haggard. 
That's very funny. 
Yes, you are, you have a wonderful sense of humour. 
No! You do? Only three or four? 
Four at most! How do you tope? 
No, no, I would look positively simian. 

Oh, no, no, no, you've misunderstood me. You look just fine. Really you do. 

DESTINATION DESTINATION 

The morning's hollow-eyed track their dreams 
in to breakfast. 

You 'd swear someone j ust whispered 

The Isthmus of Panam.a 

then burped blithely. 



You pick stellar matter 
om of your mouth and eyes 
with thumb and fo refinger. 

Remember why you've come tllis far, 

make ritual of oauneal. 

SHE THREATENS VIOLENCE (T here Are No Inappropriate Responses) 

Some kind of purist 
studies the back of a man's neck 
recognizable as anybody else's face. 

He would like to have a closer look. 

He will have his assistant take photographs 
and document on index cards 
the ambient peculiarities 
of the train 
and the man 
and the neck. 

Music plays 
- obedient child -
in four precise movements. 

Some of us want to arrive. 

COLD FRONTS 
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Spread-out Sal reads a magazine 
while her myopic brother George, cramped against an armrest, 
regards her with malice: 

How to Taste Good jo·r You?" Cannibal Lover. 

Not unlikely. 

The Deleterious Effects of Poking. 

All love on spec. 

Wind slappings. 
When the teeth rattle . 

. . . The train cuts through the rain. 

and we are all reading 
The HistoTy ofMolasses. 

The tunnels all in our heads. 

The trip shot and it isn't 
morning enough for me. 

Hubbub in the hall. 
An old-time murder. 

Freud's face in a long trenchant grin 
on the mirrored back of a door. 



LEARNI lG A LANGUAGE 

Vcronique and her volatile Frenchet;e had tired us all. 

Melanie lay back reading & rereading the wrapper of her Italian lozenge -

INGREDTENTI: ADDENSANTE: 
GOMMAARABICA- ZUCCHERO
SCIROPPO DI GLUCOSIO- SUCCO DJ 
LTQUIRIZJA- COLORA1'lTE: E 150 b -
AROMI NATURALL 

-until she fe lt contented, the pellet sucked & tucked in front of her mola.rs. 

The train blanched into differem light & the windows gaped like cameras too 
close to our 

skins & we were shameless. The asexual sun pulled itself apart & puJled at our 
clothes 

with soft hooks & we each thought the others slept. 

FACTOTUM 

Keep your blooming mouth shut & 
old ladies will hold your hand, patting. 
Cheques will arrive biannually 
(birthday, Christmas) 
or whenever God has been especially, 
clitorally Good. 

Fat widows '"till dispatch you 
to Germany to sort their papers: 
tickets paid, sons of friends 
to meet you at the station. 
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Mrs. Schofield has had diarrhea for a year, 
ever since Kenny died. 

You may even make the odd cheeky remark, 
for they are naughty in their way 
gu.H~nving, pleased. 

When this business is over 
& she extends her generosity, 
you're sure to end up 
wherever Agatha Christie disappeared to. 

AT A TILT 

Languid in the action of the train 
eyes cumulate afterimage. 

Each one of us going 
somewhere else together. 

We remind ourselves of the narrowness of trains 

and the garrotte we dreamt of 
when we were so far from the next station. 

DES GARES (Stations) 

Years together. 

Years apart. 

Synchronous at Calais. 



Each passes the other by. 

Nothing in her memory 
to account for his stray beard 

nothing in his 
for her tall red hat. 

\l/ 

If I told you I admired zealots? 

/ I\ 
In another life 
after you and I are reborn 
as nvins 

we will sift through vintage garbage 

to fin d a small room 
on a dull train 
barrelling through god-knows-where 

and sit together again until the fu ture 
is irretrievable. 
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my name is scot I sides of the hole 

hunger and cold 

legs hold a torso away from the earth 
Jet us be honest 
let us go out of the fog, john 
it is cold 

be loose, be ready, be easy 
cross the hands over the breast here- so 
bend low again, night of summer stars, 
because I have called to you 
be sad, be cool, be kind, 
cover me over 

I saw a mouthjee1ing 
I saw man, the man-eater 
little girl, be careful what you say 
there is a desperate loveliness to be seen 
there is a music for lonely hearts nearly always 
lips half willing in a doorway 
look out how you use proud words 
love is a deep and a dark and a lonely 

fasten black eyes on me 
down bel:\veen the walls of shadow 
faces of the two eternities keep looking at me 
night calls many witnesses 
these vvalls they knew those shadows 
they are old over there, older than we are, 
lightc; or no lights 
we'll see what we'll see 



I wanted a man '· face looking into theja10vs 

and throat of lire 
I will keep you and bring hands to hold you 

against a great hunger 
hunger and o nly hunger changes worlds? 

g·ive me hunger 
proud torsos 
I have lived in many half-worlds myself 

... and so I know you 

black hori1ons, come np 
empty the last drop 

goawa 

hog butcher for the world 

out of white lips a question ... 
Olll of the testimony ol' such reluctant lips . . . 

over the dead line we have called you 
open the barn door, farm woman 

open the door now 
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fog portrait 

here is a head with a blur ofhotizons 
here is a face that says half-past seven the same way ... 
grass clutches at the dark clirt with finger holds 
how many feet ran with sunlight, water, and air? 
I cannot tell you now 
after the last red sunset glimmer 
after the sunset in the mountains 
a lone grey bird 
a blue shot dawn 
among the shadows where two streets cross 
every day is the last day 

on the streets 
daybreak comes first 
it's a lean car ... 
blood is blood and bone is bone 
death comes once, let it be easy 

at the corner 
a swirl in the air where your head was once, here 



boxes and bags 

the shape of the world is either a box or a bag 
the bigger the box the more it holds 
she had a box 
the bigger the box the mm-e it holds 
she was given crystal flesh for a home 
I he bigger the box thf' more it holds 
the shapes of change take their time 
the bigger the box the more it holds 
the arrangements are changing 
the bigger the box the more it holds 
she sits in the dust at the walls 
f he bigger the box the mm·e it holds 
she believed herself to have gone Lhrough Lall gateways ... 
the bigger the box the mO're it holds 
passing Lhrough huddled and ugly walls 
the bigger the box the nwre it holds 
after overwhelming filth and amazing betrayals ... 
the bigger the box the more it holds 
now we shall open boxes and look 
the bigger the box the mm·e it holdss 
a bag of tticks- i · il? 
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love beyond keeping 

there is a blue star, J anet 
the silver point of an evening star 
there is a wolf in me ... 
there is music for lonely hearts nearly always 
there is a desperate loveliness to be seen 
there is a place where love begins ... 
love to keep? there is no love to keep 
gather the stars if you wish it so 
luck is a star 
the silver of one star 
the telescope picks ofJ star dust, 
the stars are too many to count 

child moon 

I was born in the morning of the world 
I was a boy when I heard three red words 
peace, night, sleep 
I cried over beautiful things knowing no beautiful thing lasts 
I would beat out your face in brass 
I sit in a chair and read the newspapers 
I too have a garret of old playthings 
I was foolish about windows 



I heard a woman's lips, 
one parting 
different kinds of good-bye 
r remember once I ran after you and tagged the fluttering shirt 
of you in the wind 
I am glad god saw death 
I could cry for roses, thinking ofyou, 
I am the undertow 
r love your many faces 
I saw the many years 
I have kept all ... 
am I the river your white birds fly over? 
I am the mist, the impalpable mist 
I am singing to you 
this is the song I rested with 
nothing else in this song- only your face 

money, politics, love and glory 

six street ends come together here 
somewhere you and I remember we came, 
strolling along, 
somebody's little girl- how easy to make a sob story over who she was once 
and who she is now 
so you want to divide all the money there is? 
somebody loses whenever somebody wins, 
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so long as we speak the sawc language 
and never understand each other 
scarlet Lh e sunset, 
crimson the dawn 

metamorphosis 

the big fish eat the little fi sh 
the chick in the egg picks a t the shell 
here in a cage the dol1ars come down, 
on the street 
in any liLLie room 
there arc prices and costs 
there will be people left over 

girl in a cage 
who put up that cage ... ? 

fate come with pennies and dollars 
freedom is a habit 
cdmson changes people 
fli ng your red scarf faster and (~\ste r, dancer 



still life 

1 am making a cartoon of a woman 
there was a woman tore off a red velvet gown, 
the haggard woman with a hacking cough 
she loves blood- red poppies for a garden to walk in 
rose!) and gold 
red gold of pools 
rusty crimson 
shake back your hair, o red- headed girl, 
keep a red heart of memories 
keep this flower to remember me by 
the monotone of the rain is beautiful, 

undertakers, hearse dtivers, grave diggers 
they offer you many things 
clean hands 
your white shoulders 
the knees 
dust of the {eet 
this face you got 

new feet 
baby toes 
kisses forgotten 

child face 
baby face 
white hands 
mask 
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last answers 

proud and beautiful 
your heart was handed over 
offering and rebuff 
woman ·with a past 
now they bury her again 

on the lips of the child Janet float changing dreams 

the kitchen chair speaks to the bread knife 
the green bug sleeps in the white lily ear 
the moon in the river, mother, is a red, red moon tonight 
the sky of grey is eaten in six places 
red drips from my chin where 1 have been eating 
the earth, the rock and the oil of the eard1 
lhe breathing of the earth 
the grass lives, goes to sleep, lives again, 
dreams, graves, pools, growing 
roots go deep : wrap your coils ; fasten your knots, 

this girl child speaks five word 
worms would rather be worms 



hazardous occupations 

there are people so near nothing 
they offer you many thing 
in a breath 

when it was long ago 
the murmurings began 
night's noth ings again 
people who must 
alone and not alone 
to have your face left overn ight 
waiting 
wishes left on your lips 
listen ... 
there must be a place 
this street never sleeps 
why should I be wondering 
you have spoken the answer 
you do what you must 
you ne\·er come back 

the women of the city where I was forgotten 
women of night life amid the lights, 
t·he dancing girls are here ... al'ter a long n ight or it 
the working girls in the morning are going to work 
the doors of the morning mu t open 
and you take hold of a handle 
an open door says, "come in," 
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sleep is a suspension midway 
sleep is a maker of makers 
the creator of night and birth 

stars, songs, faces 
streets too old 
memory is when you look back 
count these reminiscences like money 
ifyou get enough money 
you shall have peace vvi.th night and sleep 

I give the undertakers permission to haul my body . . . 
money is noth ing now, even if I had it 
why shall I keep the old name? 

take a hold now 
this handful of grass, brown, says little 
take your fill of intimate remorse, perfumed sorrow 
statistics 
a storm of white petals, 
this flower is repeated 
we only live once 



two nocturnes 

-1-

buyers and sellers 
under a te lephone pole 
Sunday night and the park policemen 
tell each other il's dark 
two taxi drivers stopped for a red light 
they buy with an ere to looks 
they will say 
freedom is a habit 
life is just a bowl of cherries 
lig ht may be had for nothing 
the lawyers know too much 
the way of the world 
no matter how thick or h ow thin you slice i t 

it's still baloney 

there a re those that speak or confusjon today 
mone)', politics, love and glory 
population drifts 
th e record i. a scroll of many indecip herable scrawls 
the soi led city oblongs stand sprawling 
thi.n sheets o f blue smoke among white slabs 
the evening sunsets witness and pass on 

an e lectric ign goe dark 
in the newspaper office- who are the spooks? 
who were tho e eilitor ... 
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what is ajudge? 
what does the hangman think about ... 
what can we say of the night? 
hells and heavens 
night stuff 
used up 
they will say 

there was a man walked out 
into the gulf and the pit of the dark night 
into the night, into the blanket of night 

-2-

here is dust remembers it was a rose 
in the light of the cold glimmer of what everybody knows 
why should I be wondering . .. ? 
"the people is a myth, an abstraction ," 
they ask each other where they came from 
props, passers-by 
proud of their rags 
there will be people left over 
I am the people- the mob- the crowd - the mass, 
between two worlds 
come, you cartoonists, 
do you want affidavits? 
caU the next witness 
let the nickels and dimes explain 
death is stronger than all the governments 
"the drama of politics doesn't interest me ... ," 



in a back alley 
they are crying salt tears 
for a woman's face remembe red as a spot of quick light 

field people 

between worlds, in a breath, in tall grass 
they ask each other where they came from 
Landscape, languages, last answers 

red barns and red heifers, places, killers, early hours 
she opens the barn door ever y morning 
h aunts, smoke shapes, cheap rent, bones, balloon faces 

kjsses, can you come back like ghosts? 

white ash, grass, have me, mask 
hungry and laughing men 
weeds, hate, howmuch? 

it is much 

losers, losses, lost 
now they bury he r again 
loam, grassroots, graves 

gone 
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chicks, films, destroyers, runaway colours 
liars, there are different gardens 
h igh moments, props, dust 

harvest, daybreak, the year 
flowers te ll mo nths 

choices, cumulalives, kin 
wanti ng th e impossible 

home? 

for you 
the road 
and the end 

wind song 

without notice beforehand 
the footprint of a bi rd in sand brought your face 

I write what I know on one side of the paper 
wind on the way 
spring carrie urprises 
in the fo lded and quie t ye terdays 
1 tell them where the wind comes from 



the earth, the rock and the oil of the earth 
the hill of the white skull 
half moon in a bjgh wind 
spring cries 
spring v.rind 

all day long 
the bird sat on a red handle 
waiting 

smash down the cities 

the people learn , unlearn, learn 
my people are grey 
be sombre v.rith those in smoke garments 
the kindest and Lhe gentlest here are the murderers . . . 
the smoke of these landscapes has gone 
god knows where 

I remember black "vinter waters 
the fog comes 
the frozen rajn of the first November days 
there are places 1 go when I am strong 
smoke ofautumn is on it all 
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there are the fields I called for 
under the harvest moon 
the naked cornucopja of autumn fields 
the dark blue wind of an early autumn 
there is something terr-ible 
the breathing of the earth 
auburn aurumn leaves, wiJI you come back? 

the people know what the la nd knows 
the wind stops, the wind begins, 
time says hush 
why re peat? T heard you the first time 
what oilier oaths are wanted now? 

I will read ashes for you, if you ask me 
goodbye is a loose word, a yellow ribbon 
I wonder what they called ... ? 
it's going to come out all right- do you know? 

I cannot tell yon now 
who knows what I know ... ? 

yes, the dead speak to us: 
and this will be all? 
why should I be wondering? 
what was the name you called me? 

who am I? 

repeat and repeat till they say what you are saying 



AUTHOR'S NOTE: I've aJways imagined that all the words we will ever use are waiting to 

be found in the aanosphere around us, to be breathed in and out, used over and over like 
air. for me, text only comes fully to life and reveals its meaning or purpose when it finds a 
body and a moment of need. so, what do you do, when you need to talk about something 
ugly and wrong? T took the indexed first lines of almost every poem that Carl Sandburg 
ever wrote, snuck in a few of his titles, added me odd question mark, a few dots, and spun it 
all together to u·y and give a shape to some of my feelings about the disappearance of over 
sixty women from Vancouver's Downtown East Side. It's my way to u-y and talk about what 
has happened and my attempt to find words that combat the silence and condemn the 
absence. 
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Rosalind Morris I DREAMS OF LOVE AND WAR 

Reason for Sorrow 

vVhat she said [ ] The wanting 
of time, the keening ofwords (all that is left 
where song was) . What she left [ 

] hope [ ] is (?) hidden 

Bloorrung in the desert, a fire promises 
speech or at least signs. What message is nm10red 
seems like prayer: stubborn gods gone to silence 

or petulant caves where to hoard sweet honey: 

Come back. The boys have gone to war, with only 
magazine girls and memories of video games; 
no end to boredom nor ends for anger when 

the guns grow heavier. Hercules, stupid 

idol of the bent man, o1u sacrifices 
have no address, fail to make the sky weep. If 
a poet, if [ ] she, if [ ] words 

not doom, but some reason for the sorrow [ 

] error, not hate or (with or instead?) perhaps 
sorrow it<>elf, alone or ·with some other 
abrasion, some ache. If, in love no holding 
back [ ] what future might have been? A poet might 



[ not doom ] by saying 
we commi 1 ourselves, waging one faith against 
another [ ] and if in e rror only words 

if the war had not been dreamt, we could forget 

that we promised death, and [?] 
unbound [] wanting [] time 
time of mortals so briefly snuffed- but still time 
enough for something other forever 

is what she said, [says] 
listen 

for just a moment 
some other sound 

echo come back. 

cou ld you 

and then 
or silence 
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Sappho's Foot 

- for Yvette 

Think of Sappho, her strange foot. The foot [ 
] is 

] everything. To walk, stand [ 
Come to me. [ ] Footfalls: 

Ciphers 

of arrivals and departures, quiet exits from 
the bedroom where the sheets cool too quickly, or 
the tender approach when night has overwhelmed 
want and waiting is sleep. Say only 

goodnight. 

I think of you this way: thin rind of callous 
cupping the heel , or a new moon, silver & 
sharp in winter sky, or (yet again) black earth 

under the gardener's finger nail. 
To be 

so so 
and still [ 

close (if whispered, it would be e nough). 

] to fear losing 
as by forgetting, or (perhaps?) some 

ruin 



when the interval would not imply return but 
a vanishing, like her [ ] 
words missed perhaps a voice 

but not silent, rather invisible 
What 

comes with age that need to be needed 
and to know that one will not fail , not stumble 
when everything depends on quickness- no blanks 

... ] no fo rgotten numbers 
the telephone 

unrnenacing. To walk steadily and say 
and believe in saying-with the gods -we still 
have time and ] love 

after: promise you, promise me: 
to survive 

Now, other things come to mind: me behind you, 
heat, a smoothness [ ] your back 
cupped by me as by a moon, or a callous. 

] ear, 

My breast flat, your arm reaching 
back 

eye 
hand and foo t you 
Corne to me. [] dreaming as if 

agelessly. 
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Phinder Dulai I MOURNING- A SERIES OF 
GHAZALS 

March 28/03 - 12:35mn PST - gro-und camjJaign begins 

i. 

Five leather fingers outward answer, blessed without 
the debris, its arc reaching a dome without 

grace, crackling yellow phosphorescent tear to sear 
swift curve script against pale plaster wall without 

nags of dead skin draped over broken stones 
fossils proselytized for future posterity, a prayer without 

mourn the silhouetted fragments in the dry wind 
a shadow in the sun's shimmer left '•.rithout 

11 

this other cactus land, in this other land of straw men 
this azure seduction of two orthodoxies ·without 

three epidural layers on pale brown dawn 
history's class lesson, a million half-truths without 

a tempest still born lost from the ravaged hand 
the crimson river downward driven without 

pupil, paper thin fingernails on site of learning 
blindness bled to escape one horror, a sight without 



llJ 

infinitesimal wormed soil sandwiched between clay 
a murmur, the small spring, weary arms lift without 

arched finger upwards, one question offered to the final prophet 
two fingers answer to supplicate, hang vertical without 

facing east of station, the bustle of product placed tragedy 
water fronted, churning metal locks on rails, benign every days without 

the flat palm an exasperated call to daily prayet-
echoes ricochet from a pntyer mat never weaved to be without 

iv 

place, on grey cool pools of concrete, an industrial lineage 
beaten orange thread entreats the beloved without 

the clean sheen of hardened sand, in. answer and to emulate 
a mirror to tell you the fairest of them all , but without 

a microphone prayer, a precise oration, the <u-t of awe 
to shine from those who never live 0 0 0 withouL 

hands splayed, implore the phoenix toward peace 
this body chapped, another-geography corroded, 'Without 
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v 

skin shiivels through dry heat, the armless ghost walks the dunes 
the horror in eyes, vipers hissing in the wind without 

snug embrace, a red river dribbles down the frontal lobe, like lava 
khoon does that sometimes, seducing to slumber without 

after the exit from the imbedded life, to join the ghost 
look into each other's ambiguated eyes walking without 

the oratory mouth agape will almost say 
"This ... I ... not ... end .. . this ...... without .... " 

vi 

the distraction and knawing synapse spasm 
translate from a starvation junkie to a heroin junkie 

the wet mind shivers in the aiid dream 
the muffled glass gaze will continue "'~thout 

the hand .... the arm ... the tender body 
now diied and caked, it will not speak its mind without 

its soul, the ephemeral twilight breath's brush 
dry leaves scraping the dead well without 

this ghazal a deformed wailing to the sky 
this makta breath erases its ovm name without 



Kent Lewis I LUMP 

lump 

ear a lalhe, 
i a mirror and a raz 

or 
resing as own 

a tain 

imrni 
he he 

in tone 
ire 

a peer 

and call out me 
come up you f 

earful or war, unrest and grave owed 
to tbc King, moaning 
St. Dcd bent to war 
crosses gurgUng in hi throat 

ah, he leased his arms, too 

look coldly at the kingling 
peep under the mirror, lhe cover 

Lhe art cracks 

for love is the genuine mu ic 
a long slow shrill answer 
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thanks, old chap 

Risk. Dice. Switch. 
Will you kip off 

Grave watcher 
the legs of his plow 
recall a pa part 

The mockery of it! 
Absurd name i in jest the par·t 

Laughing to himself: St. Ded always watching 
as mirror and lathe 
cull and shave witl1 care 

dreadful ponderous ink Bloody English ! 

Indigestion comes from the real 
name for you 

Kin the k lad 
the dark mans owning 
Howeve1~ if he stays on 
I am off 

Rouse Trust Rage 
Suffer the blade, then 
Anew art! 
Pare again 
Dub God 

isn't a scrotum 
the reek of the original 

The mail clearing the mouth of Kings 



mighty other! Erupt! 
the ink killed our other 
damned hyperion ink 
for m other 
egging you 
br e athe 
reuse 
s m 1ster in you beth a 
rant s.rrti le curll ips 
mum mum mummer of all silence 

A serious jag 
Pain that was nor yet pain ... Ling 

mute threadbare voices 
lines of 

torn up bits of 
secondhand answer 

the hockery of it 
he can't wear his face in the mirror 

Lumpface! wept themirror 
cleft by a crooked crack 

The rage of Cat seeing Cain the mirror 
cooking glass (of a servant) 
razor and mirror 
trust them 
pare again 
ear, the lancet of my art 
ear, t.he cold steel pen 
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guineas 

Kelle 
dagda's tailor 

tin king 
tin kin 

shouts from the open window 
Art in the angle 
a deaf mask 
ower 

the law of paganism 
there 's nothing wrong 
do ·will 

ember of his eyes, his voice 
member to your house, owned 

I an ember re member ides and ens 
in the name of 

God? 
A King 

I forget 

St. Ded smothrs his younger: 
Did I say that? He asked 
I see pop everyday 
Me, cut into tripes 
dissected, cursed- in the wrong way too - a mockery 
cerebral lobes not unctioning 
A quilt 

to cross death. Absurd . 



ll did offend the memory 
these gaping words 

ink my other 
an impossible person 

post pulse veil 

Are you up there? 
l am coming 

Woods where he gazed 
Silent Fa ther 

mirror spurned 
chords, long dark chords, 

a bitter mystery 
a bird cage 
oy 

memory a sacrament 

my music 

grave words to shake and bend my soul 
lo tort u r 

LO strikem down 

hew 
No! 

Forsake 
sing out of tune, slaver 
sever 
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Have you the key? 
a voice howled from the doorway 

Damn your doorway 
I hack through the nominee Patris and Spiritus Sancti 

I'm giving you lump 
I hew thick slices from the oaf 
A voice I rave 
rasp 
old shrunken pap 
bow head to a voice that speaks loudly 
the voice that will shrive and oil for the grave all there is 
man made in od likeness 
the loud voice that bids be silent 
rench, by the sound of it 
Ire 

shame 
language is no name for it 

the bard must sing honey, knot Conscience, kick Hamlet 
that creature 
play with them all 
the grave 

re sign 
rebel 
contradict 

re sign gravewrds 



Did you bring k? 
I have it 

Your Hamlet 

Wilde paradoxes 
H e himself is his own father 

I'm the queer young fellow 
I'm making la 
I be coJue again 

The dead can fly, windbi.rd 

here's one sense of the word 
from the punk 

a beholden example of free thought 

read 
Give k 

eyes the cold gaze 

You are able to free yourself 
You are your own master 

raze rite a nd dogma 
chant menace 
mock war 

he wants that k en t 

sub the Son with the Father 
sub the Father his own Son 

Words spoken in the void 
Nom at the verge 
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H ere I am 
A man clinging in the deep to Ubermensch, the supermen 
Make room 
Give us the k 
Thus spake a rat 

lump 
turning an ax 

a voice called to him 
turning 

call again 

a seal on Lhe water 

Us. 
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